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Huch has been vrittcn in the pact fifty years abcut 
John Donne end his vorkr. Ills troubled life and online.tic 
vritings have naoe hi~: seer.; a 1:1 ndrcd spirit to a confused 
age. To our day the dissonant, abrupt, and calculated!;' 
reckless style and the concern vith the harsh realities 
cf love and death have relevance vhlch heretofore had been 
nisundcrstcod or ±2no red« 
I. CRITICAL II'ITERECT III DOIIKS 
After the celebrated rediscovery of Dcnnc at the 
turn cf the century hy the three G's, Grcsart, Gcssc, and 
Crierscn, T. £. Eliot's enthusiastic appreciation of his 
vrlting in the 1920's brought forth general interest in 
this strance personality and has peculiar node of expres­
sion vhlch reached a eliner: cf cnthusir.cn in the 1930' s at 
the tercentenary of Donne's death. The inevitable next 
step follovcd: exhaustive and exhausting ana.lysis of 
aincst every conceivable aspect cf Donne's vrltinc by 
students and scholars. 
Thus the interested reader nay find biographies 
tntely or breezy, expositions scholarly cr highly ircgina-
2 
tive, and because cf the more recent trend of research, 
studies cf contemporary poets and interesting background 
material regarding the Elizabethan vcrld and its outlook. 
One night asl: vhat more needs to be said. 
It is only as one reads widely in the field that 
certain gaps become apparent. Vihen Sir Edmund Gosse pub­
lished his biography of Donne in IC99, the first such major 
vork since Sir Isaak Ualton's brief account prefacing an 
edition of Donned sermons in 16^0, it opened the door to 
many mere studies cf his life and thought. *Iany inaccura­
cies in Gosse*s vork have since been corrected, much 
insight into Donne's personality and life have been gained, 
but for all of that, there still is, and probably always 
shall be, some ignorance concerning the important formative 
years cf his life. 
The 'editio principe' cf Donne's poetry is in the 
great edition of fir Herbert J. C. Grierson, published in 
1912, All subsequent editions ove a great debt to his 
meticulous collation of the test and helpful notes. George 
R. Potter and Evelyn Cirapson have done the same careful 
vork more recently on the sermons. These fine editions 
have given an accurate text cf these writings cf Donne 
which have survived. 
Ilcv.'cvor, the vorl; on explication end the study of the 
structure cf Donne's r:riting has Just be£un. In the Intro-
3 
duction and commentary tc his edition of the pcenc, Grierscn 
laid the guidelines for explication and analysis of meta­
physical poetry which have "been followed by Jean Bennett, 
Helen Gardner, Cleanth Brooks, J. B. Leishnan, Leonard linger, 
and others. However, feu cf these studies analyze the way 
the metaphysical poets achieved their unique style. Frank 
Kermcde in the V.riters and Their Vork series says that 
there is a lack of contemporary English criticism on these 
points, and that Continental critics give us the nest light 
In this direction at the moment.-'- l.'hen one thinks of vol­
umes of such scholarship which have been produced tc promote 
understanding and appreciation of Shakespeare and Hilton, 
Donne's near contemporaries, it is apparent that although 
he is of lesser stature than these two literary giants, 
Donne's writing as yet has net beon fully discovered. 
I I .  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S  O F  v I E T A P H X E I C A L  r O E T R Y  
These years cf interest in metaphysical poetry have 
led to some useful distinctions and conclusions about it, 
but unfortunately, the tern "metaphysical" itself has not 
been agreed upon. Although Grierson says: 
•^Frank 1 ermode, John Donne (Ho. 86 of V.riters and 
Their VSork, London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1961), p. 11. 
k 
A net .-physical poet in the full sense of the word is a 
peet x:hc finds his inspiration in learning: not in the 
world as his cvn and common sense reveal it, but in 
the world as science and philcscphy report of it. 2 
Critics of the last tvo decades have pretested the tern as 
misleading. However, inaccurate it may bo, the appellation 
has been used so lone ond by so many respected literary 
figures that it is traditional. 
Dryden had first used the tern in referring to Dcnne, 
but Samuel Johnson employed it in Life of Ccvley to apply tc 
an entire group of Donne's contemporaries. He said* 
The metaphysical poets were men of learning, and tc 
s h e a :  t h e i r  l e a r n i n g  v a r  t h e i r  v h o l e  e n d e a v o r  . . . .  
Their thoughts are often net;, but seldom natural; 
they arc net obvious, but neither arc they Just; and 
the reader, far from rendering that he missed them, 
venders mere frequently by vhot perverseness of 
industry they were ever fc-und • • » • Their visli 
vas only to say what they hoped had never been said 
befcre. 3 
Commenting on this passage, the eminent British critic 
Sir Arthur Quiller-Ccuch said in a lecture to his students: 
Host of you know Johnson's Li fe of COT-ley and the 
hay that great man made of the 'metaphysical' poets, 
tossing them on Ms herns, bhy 'metaphysical' I 
don't knew. Johnson had compiled a Dictionary and 
therefore had no excuse for net knowing that 'meta­
physical' vas no accurate tern for the thing he 
took so much Joy in deriding. He probably meant 
^Herbert J. C. Grierson (ed.), The Poens of Jqhn 
Dcnne (Gxfordi Clarendon Press, 1912), II, !• 
3ganuel Johnson, The Berks of f amuel Johnrcn. LL.D. 
ed. Arthur Hurphy (third edition; Lev York: harper and 
Brothers, 1873), II, 7-8. 
something like 'fiddlesticks'5 Eczncthinr contemp­
tuous,1 
Although Johnson did net have a high record for 
these poets, he did admit, "To vrite on their plan it 
vss at least necessary to think Other literary rion 
have not counted even this quality as a virtue# Cir 
l/alter Scott, for example, ccrcplained that they played 
vlth their thoughts as the Elizabethans had vith vcrds#^ 
Later English poets, especinlly the Rc nan tics, felt that 
this use of learning and erudition, the challenge to the 
intellect, vas at the expense of emotional effect# 
Leonard linger in Donne's Poetry and Modern Criticism 
found that recent critics have cone to agree on tvo charac­
teristics of metaphysical poetry, although they nay protest 
the name: it is titty, and it employs the conceit.^ The tv< 
factors are so closely allied that an attempt to define 
either one of them often involves the use of the ether# 
Poetic hit 
Poetic vit is difficult to isolate. Humor plays a 
^ir Arthur Quiller-Couch, Studies in Literature 
(Cambridge: University Press, 1912), p. 113. 
•Johnson, Ice. clt. 
6ll.J.C. Crierson, Metaphysical Lyrics and Peons cf 
the foventeenth Century (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1921), 
p. ii. 
^Leonard Dhger, Donne's Poctrv aQd Modern Criticism 
(TIev York: Russell and Russell, 1962), p. 20. 
snail part. Perhaps nore important is the use cf fanciful 
or surprising notions in quick succession. The vit cf 
the metaphysical poets vac frequently harsh, satf.fr. even 
sardonic. Criuics of ^hc last fev years hs^'o taVon 3 t very 
seriously. Cleanth Brooks says, "Tho enly poetry vhlch 
possesses high seriousness in the deepest sense is the 
poetry of vit."^ And J. B. Leishnan affirms, *1 it, nrgu-
nent and logic are not incompatible vith the finest poetry. 
lie gives a rather technical definition cf vit: 
It may "be roughly defined as the development in 
logical (sometimes in syllogistic) form of general 
propositions cr statements, often paradoxical, pre­
posterous or hyperbolical, and the reinforcementc 
and illustration of then, by means cf ingenious 
analogies 
Another approach suggested by Brooks is that vit is the 
lively apprehension that the obvious attitude tcvard a. 
given situation is net the only possible viewpoint. 
Conceit 
The conceit is the most singular poetic tool of 
^Cleanth Brooks, llocern Poetry end the are hit: ion 
(Chanel Hill. N.C.: University of Berth Carolina, 1939), 
p. 3&. 
9j. B. Leishnan, The horrrch cf vft (fifth edition; 
Lendcn: Kutchinson, 19Cf), p. • 
10Ibid.. pp. 1^5-1^6. 
metaphysical poetry, though certainly net the only one. 
Ifany centuries before the English poets employed it, 
Aristotle cennented: 
It is a c^eot thine indeed to mal;e a proper use cf 
those poetical forms, as alec of compounds end strance 
vords. But the erectest thing by far is to bo a nor tor 
of netaphcr. It ir the one thine that cannot be 
learned from others; and it is also a sign cf genius, 
since a good metaphor implies an intuitive perception 
cf the similarity in dissimilars. H 
Donne's contemporaries had a tern for the unusual poets cf 
their day. Richard Busby in his introduction to the 1633 
edition cf Donne's peers defended the poet against the 
epithet used by "the Dcctrino-r,en" in these vorde: 
They hum'a against liin: and vith face host sevre 
Call'd bin a strong-lin'd nan.l^-
Huth Wallerstein in Seventeenth Centura Poetic says that 
the tern "strong lines" clearly corresponds to the ctrance 
netaphcrs and paradoxes vkich Fenolcn condemns in Tortul-
lian's varl: even vhile praising his general style. Che 
goes on to point cuts 
Whatever the origin of these "strong lines," tiro 
qualities in then stand cut. Their chief element is 
either a metaphor compering a thought or a spiritual 
entity to a concrete object, or it is a parade:-; ana 
?1Aristotle, On Poetics i£ I^S, Works o£ ^rgsty.tjle 
(Vol. 3X cf Great Peeks of the Vc-cte^i Vorld. gr vols.; 
Chicago: Bncyc^cP60!^ Britannj.cc, l>y*-) Ix, • 
12Evelyn II. Tiiapecn, A Ctudg £l the ££ p 
John Donne (revised edition: Oxford: Clarenacn rrcss, 1, 
P. 260, 11. 1^-15. 
they are thus immediate instruments of dialectic, of 
symbolic dialectic as in general Bcrmventurn defined 
it. 13 
Tlie practice vat net uniquely English} in fact, it 
vas practiced videly cn the Continent; especially in Trance 
and Italy. The seventeenth-century Italians,, particularly, 
placed imagination or fancy on a pinnacle. -Jarino, the 
Italian poet vhen accused of sensationalism retorted, "The 
poet should aim only at the marvelous .... He vho can-
not amaze his hearers is not vorth a strav."^ 
Although such poetic devices pleased the literary 
men of Donne's tine, the next generation of vriters vas out 
of sympathy. Dryden praised Donne as the greatest vit 
rather than as the greatest poet, for his ovn preference vac 
for the classical mode, perfection in form and dignity of 
expression.^ In the same neo-classical era Johnson refers 
to the metaphor involving dissimilars in tnis v.c.ys 
But vit. abstracted from its effects upon the hearer, 
may be more rigorously and philosophically cons-derca 
as a kind of disccrdja c^T-cpix; a combination cf die-
similar images, or discovery of occult rescmbluixc- m 
th^s apparently unlike. Of vit, thus defined they 
have more thaii enough. The. nest heterogeneous iatx.s 
are yoked by violence together; nature ana art are 
13Huth bailerstein, Studies jji rpveRteent?!r£fa&lI2. 
P o e t i c  ( h a d i s o n ,  b i s . :  U n i v e r s i t y  o i  b i s c c n s i u  x r o s s ,  
1950)> P- 7^. 
Ihenedetto Croce, Aesthetic, tram. Dowlas Alnslie 
(second edition; London: nacriilian, 19-<-)> P* <-01» 
^Grierson (ed,), The Poors of John Donne, II, vix. 
ransacJied for illustrations, comparisons, end allusions; 
their learning Instructs, and their subtlety surprises; 
but the reader, coin only thinks hie improvement dearly 
bought, and though he sometimes admires, is seldom 
pleased.16 
III. AKALYEIC. OF CGIEEIT 
Although literary scholars often use the three 
terns, metaphor, analogy, and conceit interchangeably, the 
singularity of the conceit is thrown into clearer fccus if 
the distinctions between the terms aro understood, A meta­
phor nay vary in length from a feu words to several long 
phraser, and it is a figure of speech implying a comparison 
between two objects, The identification of the two objects 
results in a transference to the first of the imaginative 
and emotional qualities vhich the second carries. 
This same type of figure is called an analogy rather 
than a metaphor when the objects compared have some like­
ness, but in the main are unlihe, and the conceit is a still 
more exaggerated degree of the same type. The strilling 
feature here is the dissimilarity of the objects compared. 
Any likeness must be demonstrated by the writer because it 
would not ordinarily be perceived, whereas in the metaphor, 
many additional resemblances Slight occur to the reader. 
Thus, for the conceit all areas of knewledge are emplcred 
3-6Johnson, on. c i t« ,  p ,  7 •  
10 
fcr fitting objects, and those nest unusual, either by 
esoteric cr by extremely commonplace qualities in unusual 
application, are chosen. 
The conceit also is nore variant in length than the 
metaphor cr analogy. Although occasionally it occurs in a 
very brief statement such as, "And all your graces no mere 
use shall have/ Than a sundial in a grave,"17 often it 
forms the fronevcrh for a vhcle poem. It is apparent in 
the definition., then, that the conceit is a potent pcetic 
device, Unskilled handling could and did result in the 
excesses vhich all critics pretest. There are several 
classically bad examples of the conceit vhich are frequently 
cited. One by Richard Crasfcav, another metaphysical poet, 
describes nary ilagdalene's eyes as "Tvo vaUsing baths; tvo 
ve e p i r t g  n o t i o n s , /  P o r t a b l e  a n d  c o m p e n d i o u s  c e e r - n s . T h e  
other, rather surprisingly, frets Dry den* s early vcrls tells 
of a young nobletnnn. vho died of smallpox, "Each little pimple 
had a tear in it/ T.o vail the fault its rising did 
commit," 19 
17John Bonne, "The Will," Ccmlcte Peers ££ 
Donne, ed. Roger E. Bennett (Chiccgos Pochard and Co., iSgBy, 
p. 39. 11. 90-91. All quotations fron Donne's poetry vill be 
from this modem language edition. 
F. Thrall snd Addison Ilibbard, revised ana en­
larged by C. Hugh Ho Irian, A Handbook to Literature Ycr.-
Odyssey Press, I960), p. 2̂ 3. 
^George G. Lcanc, A fhert Handbook of Litcpcpx 
Terns (London: T. Fisher Unvin Ltd., 192o), ?• ̂ 3* 
11 
However, dangerous as the conceit is, the masters of 
the idiom used it to good effect, Rosamund Tuve has bril­
liantly shown in Elizabethan and Iletanhvslcal Imagery that 
images were used by the poets of this tine for a three­
fold purpose: to define, to differentiate, and to adduce 
20 proof. The sane conclusion could be applied to the 
conceits or word patterns in vhich the imagery is .set, 
Douglas Bush, too, points out the same logical and func­
tional use of the metaphysical conceit,21 This is the 
reason that so much comment about metaphysical poetry has 
centered cn the conceit. For the poet who interprets the 
experiences of life with the intellect more then the heart, 
vho finds the elements of a fascinating universe at war vith 
themselves, who feels r. protagonist for both sides of an 
argument, the conceit is an apt vehicle. 
The dominant position of chivalry and theology in 
the Elizabethan world must be remembered• Logic was t* ught 
in order to define Christian Doctrine, and the hyperbolic 
vit which ashed who was most leved, the lady present cr 
absent, had become stereotyped into the conceits of sonnet 
and epigram. Pcots of the seventeenth century were still 
^Rosamund Tuve, Elizabethan and hstanhvsical jEnryery 
(Chicago: University Press, lSWT, pp* 
21Dcuglas Bush, English Literature iji t]ie &£Li£L 
f-eventeenth Century (Oxford: Clarendon Frc-ss, 1S -W> P* 
12 
associated vith ccurtly lire, and their education and profec-
clonal Interests frequently centered en rcllcicn* Thus tliey 
e;mrcrccd their ccnvictlenr rnd exercised their intellectual 
abilities in a poetic for:-, <1 eric nod to convince cr to ser­
enade. C. D. Lends rayr, "The conceits cf the netaphysicalc 
are in a vcy vit vritiry tec: but the point cf the 3chc is 
more obscure, cr re to epoch, mere eerieur."^ The ease is 
put even nore strongly by Herbert Griorsens 
In the netca-'hyrica] subtleties of the conceit they 
fennel scr-othlnq that is acre than conceit, synbclc 
in x;hich tc express cr adumbrate their apprchon.rir.ns 
cf the infinite. 
IV. AREA Of CTUDY 
In spite cf the .multitude cf observations en the 
conceit as a characteristic cf metaphysical poetry, there 
has been little demonstration of the real significance cf 
the metaphysical conceit vithin the pccn. £xncc iu is ...creel 
that Donne is an Important metaphysical pcat \.hc frequently 
employs this device, a study cf his vritinc should determine 
if it is functional and thus an integral part cf metaphysical 
poetry. The succeeding chapter vill she* hcv tins particular 
node cf express ion is inseparable from His style because cf 
^Cecil Day Levis, The Doe tic jlmpe 
Cane, 19^7), P* ?°« 
(Louden: Jcnatlicn 
13 
his environment and personality, and follcvine portions 
vill demonstrate hov conceits referring to death functioned 
as a vital tool in his vriting. 
CILUTEH II 
JOHN DO I HIE, HETAPIIYDICAL POET 
Because John Donne*£ name is nost prcnincntly 
associated with the metaphysical poets, mony critics have 
complained that he, too, vac not "metaphysical" in the 
sense of be Ira- a philosopher* Ccurthope in A Distort- cf 
English Poetry cays: 
Donne never formed any organic idea cf nature as a 
whole, and his sole aim as a poet vas to asscciatc 
the isolated details cf his accumulations cf lea r nine 
vitli paradoxes and conceits, vkich arc cf no value.-
There is no evidence that Donne ever tried to formulate a 
philosophic system* Ke was ccnuent vith the body of 
doctrine which the Church espoused, hut in the meaning cf 
the word "metaphysical" as Johnson used it, "men cf learn­
ing, or intellectual," Donne did nahe an effort to excel. 
I. PREDIEPOCITIQI? TO HETAPIHEICAL CliAEACTETilCTICC 
Educational Bacharound 
lie was a nan of extensive education. It is net hncvn 
exactly vhen he entered Oxford, but it was the custcri of 
Iv.'illiam John Courthope, A jlistcry c£ Pect-y. 
(London: Jlacnillan and Co., 19Id-Pa), III, 162, 
15 
Oct he lie families to send their cere vhen ycrng -c that 
they night escape t-il:ing the oath of allegiance vhen they 
cane of age# Donne later studied theology at Trinity 
College, Car bridge, and lav at Lincoln's Inn. The largert 
body of materia1 he produced is the prdeis of verbs of 
l*iGO vriters vhiel; he told l.altcn he vrctc in cessions 
beginning at four o'cloch in the morning so he could be 
ready to go out vhen others vara up and about. lie read in 
nary languages and preferred the Cpanish poets to the 
English if ens nay judge by the bechs contained in Ms 
library. 
This nan vho per cos sen so nuch learning vas far fron 
stuffy, hen ever. In everything ho urate, fron his earliest 
vorkc to his last scmon, there is a constant play of an 
agile rind,. an altering of speed and emotional tension. 
n,rcndor, erciting vigour, interscnosc and peculiar!t; ," said 
Coleridge, "using at vill the almost boundless store of a 
capacious memory, and exorcised cn subjectr vhoro vo have 
no right to erpect it.—this is the lit of Donne. 
fecial Purpose 
Cuch vit, vhich vas later also the tool of fvift ana 
Sheridan, vas to Donne and his contemporaries the essence 
^rierscn, Th.e Poems of Jehu PPDPy> 11 > vixi-ix 
16 
of poetry. This is net to say that they could not write 
sveet, lyric melody. Note but a fen: lines frcn "Sweetest 
Love, I Do Not co": 
Sweetest love, I do not go 
For weariness of thee, 
Nor in hope the vcrld can show 
A fitter love for tie.J 
If these nen could write beautifully hy the conventional 
standards, why did they persist in searching out inccnious 
paradoxes and learned allusions which shattered all smooth­
ness and style? The answer seems to lie in the case of 
Dome, at least, in personality rather than in the age 
itself, since his expression is highly individual and the 
number of his imitators a relatively snail one. Alfred 
Alvarez1 thesis in The School of Eonno i* that Donne's 
poetic wit had little influence on his contemporaries 
except for his intimates who shared the harsh style and 
defiance of conventions.1* Those who read his poetry when 
it was finally published and attempted tc copy his stylized 
wit only produced, grotesque imitations. 
Donne, both as a young rake and as the nature Dean 
of St. Paul's, was a very social perscn, and his poetry 
was chiefly a social activity. His nost productive poetic 
BDcnne, Poens, P- 1C> 11* # 
_  c n f  D o n n e  ( N o v  Y o r k  ^Alfred Alvarez, The wenoox 
pantheon Boohs, 19^1)• 
17 
period vas betveen 1?91 end 16C1 vhen ho vas in his trea­
ties, and although there poems vere not publirhed until 
after his death, they enjoyed a vide circulation in manu­
script among his friends and fellon pcets. 
It vculd seen that a point all too often ever-
loohed by critics until very recently la that Donne did 
not consider himself a professional poet. It is true that 
he had patrons and patronesses in the difficult period of 
his life vhen he vac trying to obtain rone professional 
appointment in lav. These alliances seen to be merely 
temporary measures, hcvever, since vhile sc engaged he 
produced chiefly short pieces directed to specific persons 
or occasions rather than any major vorh. The exceptions 
to this, the philosophic reflections occasioned by 
Elizabeth Drury's death, vere so poorly received and mis­
understood, even by Donne's friends, that he vas resolved 
once more not to allcv his poetry to be published and thus 
to be videly read. 
The direct, masculine style of the Cengs and rennets, 
particularly, nay be accounted for by the fact that they 
vere vritten and distributed to Donne's fellcvr, his friends 
from Oxford and Cambridge, associates from the Azores and 
Cadiz expeditions, and those "when he net vhile serving as 
secretary to fir Thomas Egerton* Their names, fir Henry 
IC 
Viotten, Jchn Iicrkyns, Christopher Brock, fir Francis korley 
T.ir Henry Goodyer, and others, arc familiar in the history 
of the seventeenth century. There men all had a similar 
education, were active in the respected ^rofessions of lav, 
diplomacy, and the Church, vere net born into the powerful 
aristocratic class although many were knighted for service; 
but more important, all wrote poetry. This was one of. the 
gentlemanly graces, and therefore they all attempted with 
varying degrees of success to fulfill this social function. 
Ho doubt Donne was known to these friends as a wit, and in 
his verse he tried to uphold that reputation. 
rhetorical Authority 
There was yet another reason why John Donne should 
have chosen unconventional figures of speech and odd rhetor­
ical devices in his writing. In the Elizabethan age metri­
cal and rhetorical patterns enjoyed an authority which in 
our day has been usurped by science. Man looked to art 
to show hin the pattern of the universe, and the fern which 
this enlightenment should take was of serious consequence. 
Although not a career poet, Dcnne was a careful craftsman. 
As Pierre Legcuis has shown, he used intricate verse pattern 
and unusual rhythn consciously for their effect.5 Just so 
^Pierre Legouis, Donne. The Craftsman (Hew York: 
Russell and Russell, Inc., IS'oP), a. 80 
19 
the vit en£ -lie conceit conveyed his idee of the grotesque 
yet fascinating qualities of life. 
Christian Tradition 
The most fundamental reason for Donne's choice of 
this extreme mode of expression, hovever, is mere than 
either its social effect or rhetorical significance; it 
is the paradoxical quality. And the paradox vac of the 
greatest importance because it vac to Donne the basic of 
the Christian system. The varring vcrlds of good and evil, 
flesh and spirit, and the essential duality of human experi 
ence are expressed in Christ, the Divinity Who becomes huna 
the God Who becomes sin in order to redeem His creation. 
As Christian love vas paradoxical, so he found 
fleshly love. Thus even in his love poetry arc found the 
tve strains, one the real passion vhich vculd be expected, 
and in addition a continuing dialectic, the vitty argument 
vhich tries to express the underlying contradictions of 
life. 
In a sermon delivered on Easter Day of 1622 in 
Ct, Paul's, Dcnne said: 
Hon barren a thing is Arithnetiquel (and yet 
Arithneticue vill tell you. hov many single graines 
of sand, vill fill this hollcv Vault to the Firmament) 
Hev emnty a thing is RhetcriqueS (and yet Rhetoricue 
20 
vill make absent and remote things present to your 
understanding) Hcv veal: a thing ic poetryl (and yet 
Toetry is a counterfeit Creation, end makes things that 
are not, as though they i;ere) Ilev infime, hcv impotent 
are all assistance: , if they be put to exprcsse this 
Eternity!0 
The elements vfcich contribute so effectively tc this 
"counterfeit Creation" are the tone of metaphysical vit 
and the device cf the conceit vhich arc the hallnarl-.s of 
metaphysical poetry. 
II. DEE OF THE COIICEIT 
Vhen fanuel Johnson says: 
Their attempts uere alvays analytic; they broke every 
image into fragments: and could no mere represent, by 
their slender conceits and laboured particularities 
the prospects cf nature or the scenes of life, than he 
vho dissects a sunbeam vith a prism can exhibit the 
xtfide effulgence of a summer nocn.7 
and T. £• Eliot counters vith vhat appears to be the opposite 
opinion: 
A thought to Dcnne vas an experience; it modified his 
sensibility. b'hen a poet's mind is perfectly equipped 
for its vcrk, it is constantly ar.ialg ana ting disparate 
experience; the ordinary man's experience is chaotic, 
irregular, fragmentary ... in the mind of the poet 
these experiences are alvays forming nev vholes 
they are both dealing vith the use of conceits. 
6 John Donne, Comlete Poetry and f e"! ecte_J P££h£? CCa* 
John Hayvard (Blooms bury, Engla nd: Tie I .one such Pres s, 
1929)9 P. 615. 
^Johnson, Uorhs. XI, 8. 
®T. £-• Elict, felected Essays. 1917-1932 (Hev Ycrl:: 
JIarcourt Brace, 1932), p. 2*+9» 
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Just as tho play of vit, the masculine style, and 
the paradoxical attitude in pcetry suited Donne, so he found 
the conceit an efficient tool. That he used the device con­
sciously is apparent fron these lines frcn "Upon Translation 
of the Psalms** 
Eternal God (for vhon vhcever dare 
Seek ne\-.; expressions do the circle square. 
And thrust into strait corners of poor vit 
Thee, vhc arc cornerless and infinite)9 
It is veil to note here that tho conceits are found 
in all cf his best prcse as veil as his poetry. In the 
duller vcrks such as Pseudo-Martyr, very fev arc to be 
found, but vhere Ms style is most individual and nost 
effective, as in the greater sermons and in the Devotions,: 
there the unusual analogies once more abound. 
One might question the use of "strong lines" in 
preacMng, but their cultivation did net mean the herd vas 
neglected. On the contrary, it vas Illuminated, divided, 
and fantastically explicated. Worthy precedence is given 
by the ure of pcetry and metaphor in fcripturc, and the 
tradition vas continued by the Church fathers, Ambrose, 
Augustine, and Tertullian. Dcnne had absorbed it in his 
Jesuit training, and proceeded to make it serve hiri v-cn-
ever persuasive forces vere in order. In a sermon before 
^Donne, Poems, p. 276, 
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the Xing at Whitehall, ho raid, "No metaphor, no comparison 
is too high, none too lev.', tor triviall, to imprint in you 
a sense of Gods everlasting gc-odnesse towards ycu• "10 of 
course, his purpose in the writing before he tool: orders 
was not sc directed, but the general principle probably 
still prevailed; no method was too unconvonticnal if it 
was persuasive. 
The problem in studying Donne's use of the conceit 
is to limit the number ef examples to a manageable cne and 
yet get a true picture. There are often in one poem many 
short metaphors bounci into the basic franevcrh vhich is 
itself a conceit. The careful study of several complete 
poems would not only be very limiting, but it vculd be 
most difficult to carry out without becoming involved in 
other considerations such as metrical patterns, rhyme, and 
verse structure. In order to focus most directly cn the 
meaning of the conceit itself, the plan of this study is to 
follow one theno throughout Donne's writing in prcse and 
poetry and show how he riafces the conceits embodying this 
theme serve his purpose. 
III. BJTEREfT III DEATH 
The obvious choice of a theme vhich vculd run 
throughout Donne's writing, early and late, poetry and 
10Dcnne, Complete Poems and felected Prose, p. 696. 
prere,  sacred and secular,  l r  the thonc or death.  I2xirty 
•of the f if ty-five peers in the fcngr one1  fc roots refer tc 
death,  and i t  is  need as a point  of departure or underlain-• 
structure in tvelve of these.  Mi?ton Rugoff isolates ICG 
images draun iron death In Donne's ^oetry alone,  and he w 4 * •» 
states:  
I t  is  cut of this £doath inngoryJ as nuch vz fren 
any single scarce,  that  there issued that  sense cf 
nan's  mortali ty,  decay ever present,  and the shalJ 




Writers of the seventeenth century i :cre r t t .c concern- '* 
ed vi th the existence of death and vrcto a!cut i t  in acre 
varied terns than did these of later centuries.  Y. 'crdr 
about death had. noro connotations than thoy have net:•  Tc 
die" in the sixteenth sr.d seventeenth,  couturier a2.se meant to 
experience the crrsirrvMon cf the act  of love,  fhahespcare 
used "die" in this sens a}  and se did Dry don. People be­
l ieved, moreover,  that  concern for death IT.S realist ic and 
that  religion ovod an explanation for the puzzle.  Therefore,  
i f  death i tself  vac net  the thene,  i ts  shadovy influence vns 
cast  over almost every ncicr writ ing of the t ire.  
1 1 ;  Til  ton Ru 
f  ounces (Rev Yorl  
l g off ,  Donne's Iran gory: A t  tudy In pgc:. t ; iy_c 




But John Denne had norc immediate reasons than the 
atmosphere cf his day to give hlzi this inclination. Ills 
ancestors, a strongly Rcnan Catholic family, vere ingrained 
vith firm religious convictions, even to death and banish­
ment. Martyrdom vas a familiar experience to his mother's 
family, and as a young student at Oxford, Donne witnessed 
the continuation of this tradition in the death of his 
younger brother, Henry. The lad vas jailed because cf an 
attempt to shield a Jesuit friend, and because of the 
horrible conditions of the prison, he contracted a fever 
and died. 
In addition, all through John Donne's years of young 
adulthood, he suffered the most distressing personal diffi­
culties. The unpopular religion of his family, has impov­
erished economic position, and his hasty secret narrit^c tc 
Ann Ilore, vhich alienated her influential family and brought 
further financial difficulty, combined to complicate his 
personal ambition and burden his mental state for many y^r... 
However, Ms taking cf Anglican orders at the age cf 
forty-tve and his subsequent successful career in th~ 
Angelican Church did net lessen his preoccupation. Hot only 
vas his last sermon entitled "Death's Ducll," but scvcr-1 
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weeks before his death, he arrayed to have an artist cone 
to portray hin as ho would appear in his shreudt 
Clay Hunt interprets such a mind in this way: 
Donne's burrowing into the putrescence of corpse- fre­quently verges on the queer. corpse, ire-
•J • ? diseased, possessed of the Green fhudders 
and out to give then to everybody else. . it •!- thn 
self-inaulcont thoctric^llty of a Sifvto i£'e"c%£" 
himself in uhe striking pese of self-abnegating rejec­
tionc, all the pleasures of the \;orld, and who is 
hopping himself up to gag the flesh—the prurience and 
loose immodesty of the sawdust path evangelist.!-
Donnj.d Roberts finds tnat a subconscious wish for 
death underlies all of Donne's interest in death, and that 
it illuminator his vcrh and philosophy as well as his 
temperament and actions.-*3 
Of another opinion is Jean Bennett, vhc says: 
In the first place it must be remembered that physiology 
at the beginning of the seventeenth century was as 
unmapped and exciting a territory as wore astronomy and 
geography, or as psychology is today. . . . Donne was 
interested in medicine and inevitably, therefore, he 
made use of medical ideas to define his emotional 
experiences. • . . It is nc wonder that images frc:.: 
disease and dissolution haunt his later prcre and 
v e r s e .  . . .  
But the prevalence of the facts cf death and disease, 
both in his verse and in his prose, is net only due vc 
an intellectual interest in physiology. It is the 
^•^Clay Hunt, Donne's- Poetry: Essays in Literary 
Analysis (Hew Haven: Yale University Press, pa. 
1*3, W. 
^Donald R. Roberts, "Death Wish of John Donne," 
PMLA, 62:95^-76, December, 19^7. 
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counterpart of hie delight in the life of the senses, 
he is as medieval in hit insistence on the crave end 
the narrc-v margin that divides the skeleton from the 
living face, as he is in his scholastic delicht in the 
processes of reasoning. . . . The more the life cf the 
senses is valued, the nore terrible and Insistent the 
fact of its transience beeones and also the physical 
incidence of death. One may thrust these devn into the 
unconscious, but this var never Donne's nay nor the ray 
of lrts contemporaries. kith hln as rith then a full 
rich physical life brought into prominence the fact of 
mortality in a ray vhich is perhaps less morbid than 
its opposite, the 'hush! hush!1 attitude to disease and 
death.!1* 
l.'hether his preoccupation ras healthy or not, there 
is no doubt the interest vas constant, although Robert G. 
Collmer has shorn that there ras a definite change in his 
attitude tcvard death vi-ich corresponded closely to the 
change in Iris personal fortunesms rriting, Collner 
believes, from 15*91 to 1601 contains the outbursts cf a 
high-spirited youth rhose vivid imagination sees death as a 
spectral partner in life's activities, sharing lcvc, misery, 
hate, and Joy. Death and venen vere tro curiosities vhich 
at the same instant fascinated and frightened him. These 
rell-knorn lines typify the young nan's attitude: 
U'hen. my grave is broke up again 
Come second guest to entertain 
(For graves have learn'd that vcnanhcad 
l^"Joan Dennett, Four Itetarhvs ical Foots: poppr, 
Herbert. Vmvlirn. Crasher (second edition; Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1957) > PP» 35-3-6. 
l5RCbert G. Collmer, "John Donne's Interest in Death" 
(unpublished .taster's thesis, Baylor University, W). 
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To bo to ncrc than one o. bod) 
And he that CI or it snicr 
A bracelet cf bright heir about the bore, 
I.ill he net let'us nlcnc, 
And tlmril". thr.t t*;cro c levinr couple l** cr~ 
Vjhc tIioug.l t that thir device r.dght be ecr-o vry 
1 o mhe their souls et the last burv dey 
Meet at this: grave, and nchc a little stay?16 
The ncn't period, vhich Ccllner calls the period cf 
doubt, vas a glocny tine. Ifcv Donne had the seemingly 
impossible task cf providing for hie rapidly graving 
family* he faced the theological prcblc: s cf a Catholic 
dependent on an Anglican court; he mistrusted hie cvn 
sanity, the purpose cf life, and the value of retaining 
it. His vriting at this tine reflects even ncre graphi­
cally than hefcre the horror cf dyings 
If, svol'n vith poison, he lay In's last bed 
His body vith a sere-bar] covered, 
Draving hir breath as thick and short as can 
The nimblest crotcheting r .ucicir n, 
Ready vith lea throne veal, ting to spev 
His soul out of one hell into a ncv.17 
But there follcved, vith hir tailing of Anglican 
orders, recognition by the Crovn, and the death of his 
vifc, an even greater change in the poet and preacher's 
attitude. Rev the body Is despised as of little value, a 
mere ha: pering of the soul,, and the hope in death, of an 
altered body reunited vith a liberated soul a real 
I  
•  1  I  
• I  !  
£ • "  
I ! 
i 
i i ; 
l6Donne, Peons. "The Relic," p. 11. 1-11. 
^Ibld.. Hlegy I "Jealousy," p. ̂ 2, 11. 3-C. 
Lj 
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possibility, He snysj 
Elnce I ail coming to that holy room 
Vhore vith thy choir of saints for evermore 
I shall be made thy nude, as I cone 
I tune the instrument here at the door 
And vhat I must do then, think here before.1^* 
This final phase reflects the orthodox Anglican belief 
regarding death end resurrection, hhile this ensver could 
not for Donne allay completely the fears of death, at least 
it enabled him to live a useful life vith then. 
Fnonary 
In all period of his life John Donne found the meta­
physical conceit a device eminently suitable for his purposes 
because its concentration and brevity allovcd his agile nlnd 
to clothe its far-ranging thoughts in rapid succession, the 
impudent shocking effects impressed his audience jit 
expressed the Christian paradox, and, above all, it simulated 
logic and therefore could be used in a vitty exercise or in 
a sincere plea for religion. Thus ono can see vhy Dcnnc's 
religious and legal training, the stimulus of an audience of 
friends or church parish, and his con intelligent and 
studious mind required hir. to express himself in the terns 
of the metaphysical conceit. 
18Ibid.., "Hymn to Gcd ny God, in my richness," p. 277, 
11. 1-5. 
CHAPTER III 
USE OF CONCEITS INVOLVING DEATH 
John Donne1 s ability tc perceive numerous end curlcu 
associations betveen death end whatever object cr idea he 
had in mind vas phenomenal; hie ability tc cue tain imagery 
thus drai;n pervades hie earliest \;orl:• Cince it vill net 
be possible to examine all of the conceits involving death, 
the examples selected are chosen to shot: typical structure, 
imagery, and purpose. 
I. EARLY POETRY 
Short Conceits 
One of the feu early poems 'which can be dated is the 
"Epithalaaion Kade at Lincoln's Inn" written in 1592. 
Characteristically, Donne launches into a conceit in the 
second line. It is net fully realised, however, until lie 
completes the idea in lines 79-60: 
The sunbeams in the East ere spread: 
Leave, leave, fair bride, your solitary bed! 
No mere shall you return to it alone: 
It nurseth sadness; and your body's print. 
Like to a grave, the yielding devn dotli dint; 
Tliis bed is only to virginity 
30 
A grove, but to a "better state a cradle^ 
This ccnccit contains many chcrocteristics vhich vill be 
seen in later figures: the ccnparison of the bed to a grave, 
a second conceit cf a ccnparison tc a cradle graving from 
the first (that vcrd in itself having a double meaning), 
and the tone of argument or persuasion pervading all. This 
is Denned earliest use cf death in a conceit, although far 
from the most skillful; but once inaugurated, the thenc 
appears constantly in both poetry and prose. 
The use of the grave as the second tern in the 
analogy is also found in Elegy VIII, HThc Comparison." 
Here in. a typically biting, sarcastic tone he cays of his 
mistress: 
Liko Proserpine's vhite, beauty-keeping chest, 
Or Jove's host fortune's urn, is her fair breast: 
Thine, like vorm-eaten trunks cloth'd in scab's skin, 
Or grave, that's dirt vithout and stink vitliin.'-
Feuer vcrds are used in this ccnparison, and the effect is 
much stronger than the figure in the epithalanicn. The 
points cf likeness, "dirt" and "stink," ccne quickly and 
thus have more shocking effect. 
In another need entirely he compares the grave tc 
the facial vrinkles cf an old verian: 
Ho spring nor summer beauty hath such grace 
As I have seen in one autumnal face. 
llbid., PP. 163, 18?, 11. 1-?, 79-60. 
Pibid., p. 6k, ll. 23-26. 
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Coll not there vritikles grover. If E^ver they verc, 
They vere Love's craves, for elcc he is nevhere. 
yet lies not Love dead here, tut here dem ^it 
Vci-'d to this trench lite an enacherit; 
And here, till hers, vhich nust he his aeatn, cone, 
He dotli not die,a crave, but build - bO~.D» 
Here dvolls he.3 
This sudden conceit chances the second tern frcu craves to 
Love's graver,, to an anchorite sitting in his trench, and 
finally to a tonb, or menorial to Love. 
In each of these three citations it vill be noted 
that the conceit vas fairly brief, employing only a few 
itords in the case of the cradle to the seven lines of "The 
Autumnal." Obviously Dome is not defining vrinkles or hie 
mistress1 fom, or the virgin's bed, for those arc all taken 
from everyday Ufa. His purpose seens rather to bo a pica 
for his case. The protestation against unbind reaarks about 
wrinkles becomes a kindly compliment by a play on the cano 
rude tern vhich is first employed. The argument in reverse 
is evident in the insolent statement to his mistress. Tnc 
ccnceit to contend for the happier bridal song employs its conceit 
state of married life. So the function of short conceits 
vo-ven into a poem is the vital one of furthering the poet s 
argument. They play an important part in setting the vl o 
tone of the piece vhilo at the same time revealing in 
unexpected circumstances Donne's fear and fascination vx . 




The most frequent use of the death 5 dor in : eta.phcr 
in Donne*s early writings is as a comparison to the carting 
of lovers. It Is seen in scne of his best-hnevn poems, 
"The hill," "The Cannoninaticn," and three cf the Vnlevic­
tions. In each of those poems, a conceit ferns the franc— 
vorh of the vhcle poem and s onetimes encompass or many 
shorter analogies as veil. 
In the poems of parting, or Valedictions, a lover's 
nnr-e etc heel in the v ind cv glass in the house of the i:ox:i 
he loves forms the has is of "Valediction: Of ily he c in 
the fcindov." After applying to himself the place' qualities 
cf firmness, value, transparency, and reflection, he seyss 
"Or thin!:, this ragged hony name to he/ »Iy ruincuc sr.:.tony," 
and then describes hcv frer. the anatomy, or shelctcn, the 
lady nay reconstruct his vhcle body: 
The rafters of my body, bene, 
Bcirm still vith yen, the muscle, sir.ev. :rx vein 
V'hich tile this house vill core again. 
Till r.y return, repair 
And rec enpac t say s c a 11 er' d bod y sc. 
The familiar comparison tc parting ir fcunc is: 1c tor lir.es: 
, . . and thou shouldst, till I return, 
Since I die daily, daily crura. 
These- are again echoed in the final verses 
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But glass and lines must be 
# Ho means our firm, substantial love to keep2 
Hear death inflicts this lethargy, 
And this I murmur in riy sleep. 
Impute this idle tall: to that I go, 
For dying nen tell: often so.1* 
The traditional belief that voras of dying men aro particu­
larly valid gives added poignancy tc the final admonition, 
vhich is at the sane tine the main argument cf the pee::;, 
the plea for the lady's constancy. 
The poen "Valediction: The Expiration" is one of a 
fev; poems, generally shorter ones, such as "Tho Computation 
and "The Apparition," based on a single conceit. Here the 
familiar theme of parting is likened to the moment of death 
Co, G O .  break off this last lamenting kiss, 
Which sucks two souls, and vapors both avcy; 
Turn thou, ghost, that vay, and let no turn this, 
And let ourselves benight cur happiest day; 
We asl:'d none leave to lo\Te, nor till ve one 
Any so cheap a death as saying, "Co," 
"Gel" And if that vcrd have net quite kill'd thee, 
Ease mo vith death by bidding me go too^ 
0, if it have, let ny vcrd vcrh on ne, 
And a just office on a murderer do, 
Except it bo too late to kill nc so, ^ 
Being double dead, going, and bidding gc.^ 
In the first stanza the entire application cf the general 
conceit is the breathless kiss vhich is likened to the rush 
of the spirit leaving the body; the second, the parted 
Wfl,, p. 16, 11. 23-26, 28-32, 39-6C, 61-66, 
^Ibld,. p. 67. 
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levers vho ere ncv ghosts. The lest verse equates the com­
mand of parting vith the cause of death, and thus in saying, 
"Go," the lover becomes a murderer and consoruontly liable 
for a second death. This last conceit upon conceit is a 
chain-lightning play of ideas vhich typifies Donned best 
style. Once the reader grants the first analogy, then ether 
ramifications are heaped on vith dazing rapidity. Again 
there is no attempt at definition here, but rather the pica 
is the direct opposite of the literal meaning. The vords 
say, "Part," but the connotations of the conceit argue that 
this vould bo an impossibly painful and final experience. 
In the third valediction, "Forbidden Ilcurning," 
perhaps a poem more videly known than the ethers, the 
metaphor is again the moment of death and its implied analogy, 
the sacred ccnr.unicn of levers. The opening stanzas announce 
the theme of indissoluble spiritual union in an analogy 
vhich is seemingly the opposite: the passing cf the soul 
from the»body: 
As virtuous men pass mildly avay 
And vhisper to their souls to go, 
Whilst some of their sad friends do sr.y, f( 
"The breath goes ncv," and some say, no, 
go lot us melt and make no noise, 
Tie tear-floods ncr sigh-tempests move; 
'Tvere profanation cf our jcys. 
To tell the laity our love.u 
6Ibid,, P. 33, 
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The MnoltM is for both dying men and lovers the loss of 
physical substance, of identity, and for the lovers the 
gaining of spiritual union. Thus as lovers die into united 
life, so death to the body is into life in the Christian 
renin. It is interesting tc note that death docs not equal 
love here, or vice versa, but the reality of life is tc bo 
found in this ultimate experience. 
The last four stanzas of the poem contain tho 
celebrated conceit cf the compasses "which lias been so often 
and so veil explicated that another attempt vculd be super­
fluous. The three levels of meaning, the continental, the 
erotic, and finally the philosophic vhich carries the thonc 
of the unitive character of love and death should bo 
observedj 
Our tvo souls, therefore, vhich are one, 
Though I must go,, endure not yet 
A breach, but an expansion, 
Lite gold tc airy thinness beat. 
If they be tvc. they arc tvo so 
As stiff tvm conpasses are tvo; 
Thy soul, the fir'd foot- robes no shev 
To nove, but doth if th' other dc. 
And though it in the center sit, 
let vhen the ether far dc-th ream, 
It leans and heartens after it, 
And grove erect as that corns hcnc. 
Such vilt thou be to mo, vho riust, 
Libe th* other foot, obliquely run; 
Thy firmness nabes ry circle just, 
And nates no end vhero I begun./ 
7Ibid., P. 33, 11- 21-36. 
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The tvo images, conpo.Ec end circle, ore favorites cf the 
poet end continued to serve him and deepen in meaning 
throughout his writing career. In a medieval tradition, 
Harjorie Ificolscn has shown, "The circle vas nan's symbol, 
since death was the neeting of tvo ends of a circle, the 
first in the vent), the second in a grave."8 Tlierefcro, 
for Donne's contemporaries this mathematical imagery, vhich 
to the modern day r.ay sound coldly precise, carried philo­
sophic connotations which lent a gentle universality to the 
pleading. 
The logical structure of the poem is that of a 
proposition supported "by arguments from analogy. The first 
verse argues for a serene, inconspicuous parting and is 
supported by the conceit of the death cf a righteous man. 
In the tvo succeeding stanzas, vhich vere net quo tec., the 
support is the analogy of earthquakes on far-off planets. 
The argument that the lovers are net parting, but in 
reality uniting is upheld by the comparisons to beaten geld 
and the compasses. Cuch reasoning from dubious analog} 
into pcradcr, vhich Kernode cells »c tissue cf fsllccicr,"? 
is the dominant characteristic of Donne's unique, 
style. 
Sfccmodc, on. cit., p. 12* 
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Summary 
To drav scno cone In clone from thcco examples from 
Donne's early vorks, then, it vlll be noted that the 
figure of the grave appears in such unexpected places as 
an epithalamicn, a compliment to an older lady, and vords 
kind and unkind to liis beloved. Thus, it operates to sur 
prise and shock, a basic requisite for audacious uit. 
The range of Imagery is not so scientific as is 
often credited to Dcnne. The predominant scurce is every 
day life, but the compasses and the anatomical references 
in "Valediction: Of My Name in the h'indev" in the passage 
cited borrovi from mathematics and science. Granted that 
this sampling is far from complete, yet in percentage of 
area of borrowing as determined by Rugoff'r study it is 
representative. Therefore,, one may conclude that the 
imagery used in the conceit gives an cutlet for the flash 
ins play cf intellect so essential to metaphysical style. 
In length there is the complete range from a feu 
x?ords to an entire poem. Although the extension cf one 
conceit to fashion an entire poem is unusual, the conceit 
uhich ferns a framework upon vhich ether metaphors are 
hung is frequent. This can be easily observed from the 
titles of pieces such as "The Funeral" and "The Legacy 
as veil as in the pcens cited. Intricacy 01 design, too, 
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is another dimension added to the witty style by the use cf 
the conceit. 
An Unusual feature cf the leve poetry is that the 
death imagery of the conceits appears aInert exclusively 
as the second tern in the analogy, e.g., wrinkles vith 
graves, name engraved en glass vith skeleton, mistress1 
breast vith grave, parting vith dying, and the parting kiss 
vith the dying breath. Obviously death itself is not being 
explained, hut rather it lends its sinister shndev tc the 
situations of leve. Instead cf sighing or yearning in tho 
conventional manner, Donne contends for a venom's beauty 
and marital happiness, analyses a fare'ell kiss, and 
cynically scoffs at lustful love. Death, in connarisen to 
all cf this, is taken for granted as a fcrce in life and is 
not examined, but used for the emotional effect it can give 
the other tern of the conceit. 
II. IODDLE PERIOD 
Verse Letters and Funeral Tileries 
In the second and nest troubled period of Donne's 
writing and of his personal life, there is evidence cf tne 
poet's careful examination cf the phenomenon of death. 
The elegy on Cecilia Boulstred begins: 
Death, I recant and say, "Unsaid by r:c" 
Uiato er hath slipp'd that night dirish thee. 
Spiritual treason, athcisr: 'tic, to say 
That any can thy cur mono disobey* 
Tills unpleasant netaphor of death follovet 
Th' earth's face is but thy table; there ore set 
Plants, cattle, rich, dishes for Death to cat. 
In a rude hunger ncv he nilllcns dravs 
Into his bloody cr plaguy cr starved lavs. 
Nov ho vill seer: to spare, and dcth norc vac to, 
Eating the best first, veil prescrv'u to lost. 
Uov ucntcnly ho spoils and eats us net, 
Eat breahs off friends and lots us piocencal rot. 
The greedy predator is ncre closely identifier! in lines 
31 - 3^8 
And though thou be'st, 0 nighty bird cf prey, 
Co nuch reclain'd by God that thou trust lay 
All that thou till*fit at his feet, yet doth he 
Reserve but feu, and leaves the nest to thee. 
Fron this point en, the poen bewails the loss of Mistress 
Boulstred. Ilcuevcr, the heart of the discussion on de,..th 
appears in lines 21 and 22s 
0 strong and lonc-liv'd Death, hov can'st thou in? 
And hcv vithout creation di^st bo^in? 
The question he examines here is Vhethcr physical death i 
external to the system cf nature or inherent in it. In 
agreement with the body of nedioval orthodox Christianity 
Donne in this elecy seens to say that physical dc-.l. i-
external, as exemplified by the ucly predator. Kevevcr, 
lODonne, I'oens. "Elecy on ;tistresa iculstrcu, 
11. 1-^+, 5-12, 3l-3^» 
lllbid., p. 232, 11. 21-2a-. 
he concludes "with a nev; analogy for the spiritual inter­
pretation of death: 
As houses fall not, though the king remove, 
Bodies of saints rest for their souls,, above. 
Death gets 'tvlxt souls and bodies such a place 
As sin insinuates *tvixt just nen and grace; 
Both vorks a separation, no divorce, 12 
In another elegy, the one on Lady llarkham, is to bo 
found reflection on another facet cf death, resurrection. 
In this extended discussion he begins vith a clear state­
ment of his baric conceit: 
Han is the world, and death the ocean 
To vhich God gives the lover parts of nan. 
This sea environs all, and though as yet 
God hath set marks and bounds 'twixt us and it, 
Yet doth It roar and gnaw and still pretend, 
And breaks our banks whene'er it takes a friend,-Lo 
Then in a series of analogies he gives voice to the idea 
that the grave acts as a purifier for the body. The first 
is built uron the previous conceit of death as the oceans 
But as the tide doth wash the slimy beach 
And le-' ves embroider'd works, upon the sane, 
So is her flesh refin'd by death's cold hand. 
The second analogy jumps far afield: 
•d minor^ 
12Jbid., P* 232, 11. Vl-U?. 
13lbid,, "Elegy on the Lady Karkham," p. 
1̂ 1 bid, , 11. 18-20, 21-21*. 
P30,  11.  1-6 
hi 
Both of there elegies beer the date 1609, and tho change 
in tone from rone of the love poetry of only a fev years 
earlier is renartable. Death, rather than being used to 
lend color .ant meaning to living situations, is in itself 
the object contemplated, fince its inevitability and omni­
presence cannot be questioned, there is l i t tle to argue cr 
plead. The problem Is one of definition: that 1: the 
nature of this phenomenon? 
The imagery he uses for death in the examples given 
and in other writings at this t ire, a thirlpocl, tyrant, 
desert,  richness, is predominantly sinister and pessimistic. 
A repetition cf the circle and compare symbols is found in 
"Obsequies to the Lord Haringtcn," da toe ifil^r 
0 scull 0 circle! vhy so quickly bo ^ 
Thy ends, thy birth and death, clcs'd up in thee? 
Cince one foot of thy compass still  vas plac c, 
In heav'n, the other night securely've pee'd 
In the nest large extent through every path 
Vhich the vhole vorld, or man, the abridgment, m.en. 
The unfinished verse letter to the Countess of 
Bedford beginning: 
Though I  be dead and buried, yet I  have--
Living in yen—court enough in :..y grave. 
is a poem typical of so much of Donned writing at the tire. 
It  is one of the pcens with a framework conceit,  i .e. ,  he 
1^1 bid. .  p. 11* 105-10. 
l 6T]>id..  p. 173, 11. I-2* 
imagines himself deed, and the thought of the Count err1  
grace and kind near preserves hie body and "resurrects" hln: 
As oft or there I thirk myself tc be, 
He nany resurrections vaken no. 
That thankfulnes e your favcra have begot 
In me embalms me, that I do not rot.17 
The comparison to the mental exaltation of gratitude in 
one of low morale is simply in bad tas te tc the modern 
reader. Hoi.ever, Ccllner points cut that there is another 
connotation which would have echoed in the Elizabethan nind. 
Meditation on death and the life hereafter was thought tc 
have spiritual value.1^ In typical, seventecnth-ccntury 
fashion, Dcrrne is applying religious phrasoology to a 
secular situation intending it as a compliment, However, 
the paradoxical nature of the conceit undermines whatever 
sincerity ho night have felt. 
Just as the framework conceit in the structure of 
this peon is typical, so ore the tone and quality. The 
excessive adulation seems tasteless to today*r audience, 
although presumably it vas net considered so at the time of 
writing. Even mere damaging, hevever, is the labored 
diction and loss of wit. Brief, fast-i;cvirg conceits are 
scarce, and the few one finds are for the most part 
17rbid., p. 173, 11. 3-6. 
l^pcbert G. Ccllner, "The Concept cf Death in the 
Poetry of" Donne. Herbert, Crasher ar.u Vaughn." (unpublished 
Doctoral dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 19>3), 
P. 117. 
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unimaginative or borroved from previous vritlng# Tlircugh-
out there ir a tone of fsvning hopelessness vhich completely 
undermines Donne's usually sophisticated vit. 
Longer Poems 
Among the nest ambitious poena Dcnne vroto vere 
three very similarly titled: "The iletonpcyclicsis: The 
Progress of the foul," "The First Anniversary: An Anatomy 
of the he rid," "The feccnd Anniversary: Of the Progress cf 
the Ccul." They are not highly thought of as poetry 
because they reflect tvo problems of this period cf his 
life: extreme personal difficulty ana the consequent 
thought of suicide (although net specifically indicated in 
poems cf this date, the thought of suicide is abundantly 
evident in the prose), and theological and religious con­
fusion resulting from the pressure upon hit: to tclie 
Anglican orders# As a result, the poetry is philosophical 
in theme, but not ordered in execution, and the old 
fascination vith death frequently erupts in gruesor.ely 
detailed references# 
Of the first of these poems, rest ccmncnly refcrrea 
to as "Progress cf the foul," vrittcn about 1G01, ben 
Jonscn said: 
sheevolf, and so of a vcnan. his [sic} gencrall 
purpose vac to have "brought in all the bodies cf 
the II er sticks fron the coule of Cain and at lr.ct 
left in the bedie of Calvin, 19 
Contrary to Jensen's reading, it ic ncro lihely that Donne 
intended net Calvin but Queen Elisabeth to receive the soul 
of heresy at the end cf its vendering. I lev over, Dcnne var 
moving evay fron Catholic sympathies, so the poem vac 
never finished, but hastily ended vith a makeshift 
conclusion. The te::ture of the poen is as clumsily font: s-
tic as its structure, and it does net afford any conceits 
on the theme of death. Grierscn. had this opinion of the 
•work i 
The fvit' of Donne did not apparently includo 
invention, for many of the episodes seen pointless 
as veil as disgusting. ... In no peer, is tin 
least attractive side cf Donne s EO cle- rly 
revealed.. . • the vein of sheer ugliness vhich 
runs through his vork, presenting details tn..t 
seem merely and vantcnly repulsive.^-
Of the second cf the longer poems, "An Anatomy cf 
the hcrld," Ilarjorie Hicolscn says: 
Drur-xnd 
firmscn 
^Oorierson, Poems, II, 
vorld from medieval tc nodern.^-
The structure of the "First Anniversary" is not, 
strictly spooling, 2 conceit, hut rather, as -Lculs Harts 
has demonstrated, a punning division of the title into a 
formal pattern of religious meditations n reflection on 
the state of the vorld, fclloved by a eulogy on the 
deceased, and endins in a refrain and moral,22 There arc 
five such sections plus an introduction and conclusion 
vhich examine the "anatomy" of the vcrld to find it rich, 
crippled, Ugly, a ghost, and a cinder. If Donne had the 
conceit of a physical examination in mind, it is lost in 
the fantastic explication vhich includes extended references 
to the traditional scholastic doctrines then vnvcring in 
the face of nev scientific theories. Amidst those nov-
cbscure references, a conceit near the end of the poem 
Choi's a pessimism vhich penetrates even the traditional 
religious hope: 
for though the soul of nan 
Be got i.'hen man is made, 'tis horn but then 
Vhcn man doth die. Our body's as the i-'onb, 
And as a midwife death directs it heme,*--; 
One of the most grotesque, and it vould seen, 
21hTicolscn, on, c i t , ,  p ,  6 5 ,  
^^Lcuis L. Harts, The Poetry of I fed i tat ion (I«ev 
Haven: Yale University Press, 19^), p# 221. 
^3j5onne, Poems. p. 212, 11, , 
he 
inappropriate pictures of death appears in "The Second 
Anniversary," written, as the "First Anniversary" had been, 
in corrjuemoration of the death of fifteen year eld Elisabeth 
Drury tvo years before. Donne had probably net knevn the 
girl, but wishing to please her father, vhc vas a generous 
patron, he vrote the pcer.s, both of vhich are tore phllc-
sophic than poetic. An involved double conceit ccr.pares 
the world first to a ship and then to, cf all things, a 
beheaded nan.: 
But as a ship vhich hath struck sail dcth run 
By force cf that force vhich before it von, 
Or as sonetines in a beheaded nan, 
Though at those tvo Bed Teas vhich freely ran, 
One fret, the trunk, another from the head, 
His soul be sail'd to her eternal bed, 
His eyes vill tvinkle, and his tongue vill roll 
As though ho beckon'd and call'd back his soul, 
He grasps his hands, ana he pulls up his feet, 
And seems to reach, and to step forth to meet 
Hie soul (vhen all these notions vhich ye sav 
Arc but as ice vhich crackles at a than.'), 
Or as a lute vhich in moist vanther rings 
Her knell alone by cracking of her strings— ^ 
Co struggles this dead verld ncv she is gonc,<- • 
Donne manages, vhile moving from the first figure o_ t..e 
ship, to keep the thought running hy the use cf "had teas" 
and "his soul be sail'd," as veil as the references later 
to vest her. Thus, the reader, if ho can ffcllcv such logic, 
is applying the peril of a ship in the threes CJ. S^cm 
and the convulsions of a beheaded boc.y to the Cj-
^Ibio., p. 21?, 11. 7-21. 
by 
vorl-d cfter Elisabeth Drury'r death, tfo ccubt this lr cne 
of the passages vhich called forth such unkind ccnrents fro: 
Bon Jonscn and other contemporaries vhc recognised \it and 
ingenuity, but as prefersianal poets complained Then they 
exceeded the bounds of taste. 
V/'ithln the Tecond Anniversary" there is a eerier of 
conceits vhich again suggest the respected practice of 
meditating on one's ovn death as a devotional exorcise. 
This practice uas considered spiritually beneficial because 
it taught humility through the reminder of human frailty 
and furnished motivation and inspiration for dying veil 
vhile at the same time increasing the bond of fell01;ship 
and kindly feeling among the living. Those figures in the 
poen vhich refer particularly to the act cf dying arc in 
the follcving linest 
Think then, ny soul, that Death is but a groom 
Vhich brings a taper to the outvard room, 
VHience thru spiest first a little, glimmering light, 
And after brings it nearer tc thy sight; 
For sue!J approaches doth heaven rake in death. 
Think thyself laboring nov vith broken breath, 
And think those broken and soft notes to be 
Division and thy happiest harmony. 
Think thee laid on thy deathbed, loose and slack, 
And thinl: that, but unbinding cf a pack 
To take one precious thing, thy scul, from thenee. 
Think thyself parch*d vith fever's violence; 
Anger thine ague more by calling it 
Thy physic; chide the slackness cf the fit. 
Think that thou hear'st thy knell, ana thirl: no more 
But that ££ bells call'd thee to church before. 
So this tc the Triumphant Church calls theo.O 
?glbid., p. 217, 11. ^-101. 
bS 
In the five successive conceits, fron the firrt figure, 
Death, the croon v.iio carried tho candle, through the nucic 
of the last breath, the soul unbound fron the pack of the 
body, the fatal sickness vhieh is really medicine, to the 
tolling of bolls to call attendance to tho Church Triumphant, 
although the analogies are not. smooth or entirely savory, 
still the attempt is to give hope and encouragement in that 
hour. In later lines, amid tvo other conceits of lav and 
animal life, is a favorite image vith Donne, one taken frc-n 
an unusual area, ueapons: 
But think that death hath ncv enfranchise thee; 
Thou hast thy expansion ncv, and liberty. 
Think that a rusty piece, discharg'd is flovn 
In pieces, and the bullet is his ovn 
And freely flies. This to thy soul nllevi 
Think thy shell broke, think thy soul hatch'd but nov.-° 
Tcvard the end of the poem he repeats the idea of candle­
light coming intc a room,, only this tine it is enriched 
vith the idea, of colors unseen in the darkness of lifoj 
For vhen our soul enjoys this her third birth 
(Creation gave her one, a second, grace), 
Heaven is as near and present to her face 
As colorr are, and objects, in a rocn 
Where darkness vas before, vhen tapers cone.-/ 
This, one of the latest poems of the middle period, shevs 
Donne1s returning strength in the use of tho conceit. 
?£Ibid., p. 219, 11 • 179-lC1*' 
27lbicU, p. 220, 11. 21 WIS. 
k? 
fr'-T^ar. 
Perhaps the nest noticeable change from Donne's 
poetry written in Mo twenties to that vritton in his 
thirties one! early forties before he tcck church orders 
is that the thene of death vhich once hovered, in the Tx ch-
ground boldly cones to the center of the stage and beeones 
mere personal in tone. This is partly because .almost half 
the poeris arc funeral elegies, but the remainder, verso 
letters and peons for people and occasions Donne knew 
personally, have a more somber, reflective tone, toe. They 
are no longer the bold, clever gymnastics vhich delighted 
the young friends vho net in the local inn. The sharpness 
and originality have dulled, and a groping pessimism over-
shadows the wit. 
In the structure of the conceit, there is still the 
v a r i e t y  f r c r i  t h e  f r a m e w o r k ,  a s  i n  " P r o g r e s s  c f  t h e  f o u l , "  
to very short figures. .Ilcvever, the number is drastically 
reduced. There scons to be a direct correlation between 
the esteem in vhich a given peer; is held and the number cf 
successful conceits it contains. Although the poetry cf 
t h i s  p e r i o d  i s  t h o r o u g h l y  d i s c u s s e d  b y  c r i t i c s  v h o  a r e  
dealing with all of Donne's verb, except for the "hocend 
Anniversary" this peetry rarely appears in anthelogics cr 
is mentioned by admirers. 
ro 
The rcnje of imagery, hew-over, h.EE increased consider 
ably. Examples cited include not only medical end philo­
sophic ideas as before, but iterr from lav, the military, 
and travel as veil* Although religious terminology vas 
frequently used in. the love poetry, in these special peers 
it is used more often in & philosophic reference. 
The key tc the difference and weakness of the poetry 
written between 1602 and lolb, it would seen, is that Dcnnc* 
reasons for writing were not compatible with his innato 
style. The letters to friends were not so much for their 
amusement as to express Donne's personal frustration. 
Elegies and letters to his patrons, or to people who ho 
hoped would help Mn were hung on the dilemma of trying to 
appear deep and philosophic while at the same tine being 
unmistakably complimentary and subservient. Doing deprived 
of the vigor that scorn and cynicism had given the earlier 
work, his verse lacked the energy and universality it had 
formerly had. 
Thus the purpose in almost every conceit is no longer 
to pursue an argument but has been toned down tc tiic less 
emotional function of definition. Death is new praoc.'^nantl; 
the first tem of the analogy, and xt xs explicated in 
gruesome and fantastic fashion which is not clever o.iLUgh 
to be witty and not philosophic enough to bo deep. 
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III. RELIGIOUS \.OBI£ 
The discussion of Dcnne'r vrJtiny in the previous tvc 
sections has net included prose vriting such as Bi a the, nates, 
Pscudo-IIartyr. and Ignatius His Cenclave because they are 
prcdcrdncntly political in nature and net of hi id- l i terary 
quality. Hot:ever firnly anchored in relicicn they nay be, 
the sane cannot be said ef his semens. He brcurht all  the 
art end skill  acquired through "any years ef study and con­
sideration of several professions to a. vehicle vhich per­
fectly suited his talent and in vhese cause he could ihcle-
heartedly contend. Therefore, the vritine fro: 161? until  
Ms death in 1631, vhich should be considered in this study, 
is conpriccd of a snail nunber of divine poens, a series of 
devotions vritten duriny a serious illness in 1622, and the 
ceraom on vhich his fane rested all  durine the years of his 
eclipse as a poet. 
Divine Poens 
Gone cf the divine poens fall  into Donne's vritinp 
cf the raddle period, and they ccr.era.lly P^taire cf the 
sane mediccrity as the other vrrks of that tirre vmcr have 
been discussed. Even his favorite impc, the circle, 
„ ,  T  .  .  ~ vO P n  r '  16cc. "Uncn the receives labored treats-* m - .  o ...  x .  •  ,  
Annunciation ana Passion Fallia; upon One Day": 
Tcwely, frail body, abstain today; ted ay 
My caul eats tvice, Christ hither and cvay. 
flic sees Iain wan, so lil:e Cod nadc in this 
That of then both a circle enblcn is , 
Whose first and last concur. 
A later conceit is a variation on the sane pointt 
This church, by letting there days jcin.nhath shevn 
Death and conception in nanhirsd is one.'-0 
"La Corona," £ cycle of seven sennets en the life, 
death, and resurrc-cticn of Clirist of abcut tho sane date is 
an intellectual and theological e::crcisc rather than a 
truly poetic expression. But in the "Ilcly Cermets" vrittcn 
after his vife's death in 1617 end his ordination several 
years before, the unique qualities of the earlier leve songs 
and elegies once no re appear. These sonnets and tho hynns 
are the west personal of all of" Donne's poetry. Once nrrc 
the magnificent openings arc found, "Thou hast nnde no, and 
shall thy vcrh decay?"29 and "I an a little vorXd nr.de 
•JO 
cunningly/ Of elements and an angelic sprite." Bonnet 
sin has five conceits en the approach cf death in the first 
four lines! 
This is ny play's last scone; here heavens appoint 
Ilv nilgrinagc1 s last nile; and rjy race, 
Idly yet quietly run, hath this last pace, ^ 
My span's last inch, my minute's latest point.-
28Ibid., P. ?'J5, 11- 1-9, 33-3^-
29Ibid., p. 269, 11. 1. 3^1 bid.. ?. 267, 11. 1-2. 
31lM£., p. 267, 11- 1-^-
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TMr sonnet else has the flavor of a devotional meditation 
en dying, the only one of the later peers to follcv this 
practice vhlch Donne had earlier found so useful.  
Although It  docs not contain a. true conceit,  the 
HIIoly Cermet X" is pertinent because of i ts audacious, 
argumentative tone: 
Death, be not proud, though some have called thee 
Mighty and dreadful, fcr thou art net sc; 
For those i/hcn thou third:*st thou dest overthrew 
Die not, poor Death, ncr yet canst thou hill r.e. 
Thcu*rt clave to fate, chance, kings, and desperate ncn, 
And dost vlth poison, var, end sichncss en:ell;  
And popry cr chnms can rake us sleep as veil,  
And better than thy stroke. V.'hy svell1  st thcu then? 
One short sleep passM, ve vnkc eternally, ,0  
And death shall be no nore. Death, then shalt die.^'" 
The same audacity is found in "Holy Sonnet XIV," vhich is 
built  on the basic Christian paradox: to die is to live 
again. The three persons of the Trinity met "brcal:,  blcv, 




Tha - .  T  Your to bverk- blcv. turn, ana rake no ncv. 




But an betrcth'd unto your ener.y. 
f  force  r a , kl v« bur ,  ra 
[ ,  l ike an usurjv'u tcvn t4another due, 
^nbor t 'ednit ycu, but 0, tc no endI 
But is captiv*d, and proves veak or untrue. 
Yet dearlv* I leve ycu'nd vculd be lovcc fair,  




Divorce ne, untie, or break that knot again, 
Take no to ycu, imprison no, for I, 
Ezrcopt y1 enthrall ne, never shall be free, 
Ilcr c-vor chaste c;;ccpt ycu ravish r.e«33 
The forceful, military language combined vith sexual 
connotations applied to a religious situation exactly 
reverses the terns from the relationship they had in the 
leve poetry, but the effect is equally strong. 
A poen representative of Donne's best efforts anc 
incorporating many of his. favorite inches and concepts is 
"liyr.in to God ny God, In ry Eickness," vrittcn at the tine 
of his serious illness in 1623, It begins i.'ith a conceit 
of quiet lyric beauty vhieh is unusual in its pleasant 
contemplation of death: 
Since I am coming to that holy room 
bhere vith thy choir of saints for evermore 
I shall be made thy music, as I eerie 
I tune the instrument here at the doer, 
And. vhat I must do then, think nere before. 
From, tills rather simple picture, Donne returns to a mere 
intellectual sphere. His mm prone figure becomes a map 
ever vhicfc the physicians pcre, and his death a Ecuthe est 
discovery: 
Vhilst ny physicians by their love arc green 
Ccsncgrarhcrr, and X their nap, vho lie 
Flat on this bed, that by them may bo shorn 
That this is my 2 outlives t discovery _ 
Per fretun fehris, by those straits to die,-
33Ibicl., p. 27C-71, H. 
3W, P. 277, 11. l->, t-l°. 
.J > 
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There is no regret as he pes res through the straits to r. 
Pacific eternity (the punning ir undoubtedly intentional) 
becaure in reality, as in a flat nap, East and Vert (death 
and resurrection) are one: 
1  i c y  that in there straits I see ny Vert. 
For though their currents yield return to nene, 
V.hnt shell ny Vert hurt ne? As Vert and Ecrt 
In all flat naps (and I an cne) are one, 
Co death doth touch the rerurrection. 
The next stansa gives further application to the conceits 
Is the Pacific fee ny hone? Or are 
The Eastern riches? Is Jerusalen? 
Anian and liagell&n and Gibraltar, 
All straits, and none but straits, are vnys to then, 
t.liether vhere Japhet dvelt, or Chan or Chen. 
Underlying verso five is not only the continuation of the 
nap linage, "stood in one place," but an echo of the circle 
idea, "both Adams net in one": 
Ve third: that Paradise and Calvary, 
Christ's Cross and Adam's tree, stood in one place. 
Loch, Lord, and find both Adams net in r:e; 
As the first Aden's sueat surrounds ny face. 
May the last Adam's blood ny soul embrace. 
The concluding lines suddenly drcp all conceits and are an 
unadorned and personal supplication: 
Co in his purple i,'rapp*d, receive no, Lord, 
By these his thorns give no his other crci:n; 
And as to others' souls i  preach*d thy vera, 
Be this ny text, ny sermon to nine cvn: 
Therefore that he racy raise, the Lord throve devn.-3-' 
3?TMd- pp. 277-278, 11. 11-15, 18-20 , 21-25, 
26-30. 
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The ccr .bine, t ion of quiet beauty and infer: ed lit ir net the 
errenco cf greatness in this roc:::. It is the drr.::. \ hie': 
the tvo ixin conceits portray: tunirjj an i,xtru:..cnt in th 
ante-c! anber, one! lying as a nap before the ckctcir, This 
ic further heightened by the argur.ent, this t_: c r.r t *. ith 
h i s  b e l o v e d  o r  e v e n  v i t h  G o d  b u t  v i t h  I r i i c c l f ,  a b o u t  t h e  
grcundles sner s cf his fears, ana then a final pleading tr 
God to accept bin. The strength, it vr.ulc cc.:::, returns 
v i t k  t h e  a r j j u r . e u t  a n d  t h e  c c n c e i t r  v h i c h  a  u p p e r  t  i t .  
The ether favorite hynn cf readers rr.u cf Denac I.ir 
self, vhc enjoyed hearing the choir rinr: it, ir "A hy: n tc 
Gcd the Father" vhich although it ccntainr nr conceit ir 
interest inp io this study because of its const ant ".'it 
vhich is produced by a pun on Donne's none and by the argu-
nentctive, pleading tone. 
Kilt thou forgive that sin vhere I begun, ^ 
Vihich is ny sin though it vere dene Dei ore i 
V.''hen then hast done, thou hast rot dour, 
For I have ncrc. 
ivcar by thyself that at ry death th;^ fun 
Shall shine as it shines nrv, ana^ n e r c t c . c r c ,  
And having done that, the 1^,3.2Dcnr^. 
I have no acre.-" } 
36IMch, p. 27-?, 11. 1-2, y-6, 15-1?. 
There is no object penitence, bu rather a cy: ics 1 vicv < f  
his cvn faults vhich he vculfi like tc ccnvince God U 
forgive. Disrespectful n it night epperr, this is tlx 
riind vhich Gcd erected urine its beet efforts to erne tc 
terns vitli its Creator. 
Devotions 
Y.hlle xariting the tvo hynns, D< nne var also x or! it:g 
on a rather remarkable diary cf his illmrr vhich he c: :  t 
into the fern cf devotional thoughts ard prayers. The 
pieces ere remarksble in that they reccrd x i th good 
clinical detail for that ctr.y the physiological a.:.d i^rychr-
logical states cf an or tended illness. Hex ever, they arc 
of interest tc this study because they sliov to some eatent 
hex.- Donne* s rind x; cried in regard to analogy vhen unfetterc 
by the restrictions cf poetic style cr pulpit oratory. 
In "Meditation III" he carrier the fanili*r image 
of the sickbed as a grave to an inordinate niv. her tf 
likenesses: 
A sickc bed, is a grave; and all that t. e -ationt r-ics 
there, is but a varying of his ox ne T; i t: pn. I/very. 
nights bed is a Type cf the ~r: vc: at nig. t  x cc tc-lr ^ 
cur servants at viHt hcure x;ec vill rise; bore vc c....n.c* 
cc 
id yet feare verse is era cue , (tr>. 
;ir.cn tc all) inhur.cn mrs tinge. vfcerc 1 au. « -
**-> I 
ro 
By lying in the rr"vr. by lying still, end net practise 
ry Resurrection, by rising any r.:cre.?7 
Ih "Meditation XV" he recognises this r.ctaphcric 
inclination cf his cvn rind: 
• 
Nature11 men, who have induced secondary and figurative 
consideretlens, have found cut this second, this 
egblenrtlea11 uae cf rleere, that it shculc be a 
mmm «n i i • f i • I 
reorcsentatier, of d.co th.oo 
Frcn the Hesitation Which contains the lines fcr 
which he is best hncvn, "Never send tc hnrv fcr when the 
bell tolls5 It tolls fcr thee,*39 cou.es another conceit on 
which he again lets his mind search cut numerous obscure 
applications.: 
All renkinde is of one Anther, and is one volu:-e; when 
one Han dies, one Chanter is not tome cut of the bookc. 
but translated into a better Is n nun••e; and every Chanter 
nust be so translateds God enpleies several trrnr3rtorr: 
sore peeces are translated by ape, scne by fj-£l"n.cyp_e, 
he d o siia 11 lie open to' one another 
This series cf devotions is clncst a corapendium cf the 
imagery Donne had previously used in poetry and was 
currently using in his semens. It is fascinating to note 
37Bonne, Complete Peers and f electee J rose, pp. ̂ 'lC-11. 
3clhld.. P* 53^ • 
39][bid., "Meditation XVIIp. 733• 






People in London during the reign cf Charles I i 
respected. John Dcnr.e ns a greet preacher* Valter, says ho 
shoved his cvn heart vas possessed vith these very 1  
thoughts, and joys that he laboured to distil into I 
ethers; a preacher in earnest; veeping sonetii cr fcr 
his auditory, sometimes vith then; alvays preaching i 
to hir.self, lihe an Angell from a cloud, but in r.cnc; 
carrying sene, as Ct* Paul var, to heaven in holy , 
raptures, and inticing others by a sacred art and 
courtship to amend their lives; here picturing^a vice , 
so as to make it  ugly to the so that practised it,  and j _ |  
a virtue, so as to make it  loved even by those that ; /!  
lev'u it not; and all this vith a most particular grace j j 
and an unexpressible addition cf comeliness• rl 
The persuasive vit vhich had fcnaerly delighted his friends |  , 
ji  
vas nov turned into a serious and useful channel vith even j ,  
| 
greater effectiveness* 
The sermons in print today arc net necessarily vhot 
Donne*s ccngregations heard* Dcnne said of his sermon i ^ 
preparation that he alvays tried to pick, a tent for tl:c no.t ,| j 
f < 
scrnon as scon as he had finished the previous one. Then .} • ;  
early in the veek he outlined his main points, and icr 
several successive days studied the vritings cf the Cl.urcii 
^Izask l.altcn, "The Life of Dr* Pence," Xllfl MVS* iX 
John Dcnpe and George florbert (The Harvard Classics,  \of. 
h7T'lT^ry^r"P. P. Collier and £cn Company, l?--9i> ?• 3'-/. 
< I 
1 
J j  
the vide range cf metaphor he could apply to luls 
condition vhich had formerly been used fcr ether 
6C 
fathers cn these end cn the scripture of his text.  Then 
t ;ftor rat-inn sone notes which he tech. into the rulrit  with 
him, he srent fa turd ay visiting and relaxing with friends 
to be ready tc deliver the serncn cn Cundr.y. The scrrxnr 
ho vrote for publication vere prepared after he preached 
then, and cn at least one occasion he confessed to a friend 
that vhen ashed fcr a copy of a previous semen by the hint,  
he had airiest forgotten what ho preached on that occasion. 
Whether they truly represent Drnne'c oral style is 
not of particular interest here, because they do faithfully 
depict his written style, feveral of the semens were 
published during his l ifetine, and the others vere prepared 
vith an eye to publication, great care being tapen as to 
details of punctuation end style. With the exception of tl  c 
"Progress cf the foul" and the two Anniversarier ,  tl  is war 
not true cf his poetry, which v;ent through nany hands and 
was copied and recopied before i t  was posthumously printed. 
Frcn t ie first surviving serncn preached to the 
Queen at Greenwich cn April 36, iCll ' ,  to the last,  "Death's 
Duel!" cn February 25, 1631, a month before his death, there 
is a noticeable deep end v."1  and strengthening in stylo, but 
they all  afford abundant evidence cf Dcnno'r use of the 
conceit- As in the poetry, his r.crt powerful products 
contain the meet conceits.  For the purposes cf this stixy, 
enly a few cut cf the 160 extant semens have been selectee 
Cl 
tc thcv the range of iungcry, t?;e tuo of the death thoiu, 
and the curve : c cf the conceit» 
A rent*or vhc l.ncvr only Drnnc'r £ ocular v.cetrv ni~*-t 
be startled by the fnnilinr ring cf hir ccrncnr. All cf t: e 
cf f eve rite inn'-or ere weed and re-used. The cc:gn. risen: 
deep to death end the be! to the crave ere legicn. The 
circle appear: in r. semen about 1CP0 in this veyt "in the 
day of Death, vhich nieces: up that circle, and in that day 
v! ich enters another circle that hath no piece; / - nrh in 
I6r7, "God heth trapped up all thing: in Circles , an; then 
n Circle hath no Angler-5 there are nr Corn era in a Circle, 
to tal'o but tve cf rmny ouch reference: * 
The i: ago cf a lee:: vhichi vos firrt used in en early 
Valediction and vac dlr cue red for itr scny npplicr tic no in • j 
the Pcvotirr.n vac used alee in a corr.cn cf IdhC. In the 
1 
hesitation Gcd rnr lii.ened to the Author, the vorld tc one , j 
f [ 
Vclur.e of vhich each pin vac a chapter eventually "trar.r - 1 j 
la ted" tc the heavenly library. The urc in t!JIt a erne a 1c j 
very a1viler; 
The vorld in a great Volute, end 1 an the In c;-: cf 
hat JDcchcj hven in the body cf nan, yea nap terne to 
^•^>cnnc, Ccrvloto I'r err end f elected nrcrc. "1 cmcr 
no iv," r t. : ctii1 s, r. c7c. 
3̂1 bid.. "fc-rr.rn VVYII" to the I ? ng at bl.it chr 11, 
P. C9O. 
t 1 
I ; 4 
( 
'• I ' l 
i ! 
r 
Hfcture!^ VCTld' Tllis bcd- cn lUoetrctlon cf all 
An earlier semen user the same baric idea vith somewhat 
different application. Donne is making the point that in 
heaven ve shall knew as- the Angels knew: 
he shall not pass fro:.: Author, tc Author, as in a 
Grammar fcfccol, nor frci; Art tc Art, as in a Univer­
sity; but, as that C-eneral which Knighted his vhole 
Amy, GccT shall Create us all Doctors in a minute. 
That great Library, these infinite Volur.es cf the licchs 
of Crc^±j^er, shall he taken away, quite avay. no acre 
nature.^ ' 
The areas fror: vhich he borrowed images vcrc no more 
limited for use in church than they had been to entertain 
his friends in poetry. He did net hesitate tc refer tc the 
seany side cf life, prisons, promiscuity and perversion, cr 
to the gruesome physical realities of death (as vhen he 
reminded his congregation that they did net know whether 
the dust vhich blov into their eyes frcn the crypts in tie 
church fleer vas that of a prince or a peasant).*^ 
Allusions to the theater vere prevalent. In an early 
ecrnon at ft, Jeul's Cross, he introduced this conceit: 
Hath Gcd rnde this ho rid his Theatre • * . that nan 
nay represent God in his conversation: and vilt thcu 
play no part? hut think that thcu only vast made to 
^Ihic!.. M£ err.cn LJC:X" at the funeral cf fir Villion 
Cckayne, Dec. 12, 1626, p. 675. 
lf5itid., "ferncn XHV," April 2 2 ,  16 2 2 ,  p. 737. 
l-6rbic., "f emon XV," at Whitehall, ; torch C, lC.21/2, 
p. 603. 
J * 
uron tU.'rtTh?.-trcf^}'' £na to bo K'° ̂  cpcctatcr 
Later at t.hiteLall ho applied the sane conceit to death: 
I Jo still vcc fascinated by nedical tem±nclc£y» this 
tir.e lihenlnc Ocd to a physician: 
lie prepared and he prescribed this nhysich for ran, 
yhen ho i.-ar upon earth; , . . then, vhen he died, lie 
beeare cur physitirn; . . . ether Jhysitians drav cur 
bloea, he richer physich of bleed, and of his en 
blood. fV 
And certainly hie interest in scholastic philosophies vac 
not forgotten: 
This is IJatures nest of Lores; The Heavens containe 
the Berth, the Earth, Cities, Cities, Hen. And all 
these are Corxentrique: the ccnr.on center tc then all, 
it decay, ruine.50 
I'Tov that he vcs c priest, death vac an appropriate 
topic for nedi t/d tion and for exhortation of his flcch, but 
he had net lest his feeling for death's cnniprcsencc: 
^''John Donne, 'Teruc-n He. 3" at Paul's Cress, Ilarch 
24, I6l6~17. ferr.onsT ed. C-ecrre R. Pctter and Evelyn H. 
finpscn, (Berkeley: University cf California Press, 19T3)> 
I, 207. 
^Dcnne. Corral etc? Pcens and f 
XV," I larch 8, 1621/2, p. WT. 
^Dcnne, Serr.cns, "£erncn IJo. 9" at Whitehall, April 
19, 1618, I, 313. 
5°Ibifl.. "2ernen lie. 2k," IX,. 269. 
I relected Prose, 'a crr.cn 
(M 
Doth net nan die even in his birth? The breaking cf 
prison in death, and vhat is cur birth, but a brcskir.-
cf prison? As seen as ve cere clothed by C-cc, our very 
aprarell vc s an Enblcrae of death. In the shins of deed 
beasts, he covered the shins of dying nen. As seen as 
Gcd set us on verb, cur very occupation vac an Emblemo 
of death; It vrs tc digge the earth; net to digge pit-
falc for other nen, but graves for cur selver. "hath 
any nan here ferret to day, thxt yesterday is deed? 
• . • be die every cay, and ve die all the day lone; 
and because ve are net absolutely dead, ve call tlxz 
an eternity, an eternity cf dying: And there is ccnfort 
in that state: vhy, that is the state cf hell it self, 
Etcrnall dying, and not dead.^l 
Ilcvever, there are many nore passages vhick have the true 
hopefulness vhich c ernes fron a genuine Christian assurance. 
Speaking of the consoling thought of the glory and joy of 
heaven, he cays: 
It nakes a Telle an Ave, a Vae an Bilge, a Cruflrc an 
I for anna: It cakes ny death-bed, ra nariage-bed, and 
my has sing-Bell an Epithalsnicn.^2 
Although death is still predominantly the first tern 
cf the analogy, as it vas in the period of doubt, that is, 
death is being discussed, rather than being used tc illumi­
nate another tcpic, the predominant use of conceit: has 
gene back to the dialectic and argumentative rather than 
being content merely v.ith definition. Several conceits 
using imagery dravn from household items serve to illustrate. 
^Dcnne, Connieto I-ceris and Velectoc Prose. 'keru.cn 
17V" at Y/hitehall, March o, 1621/2, p. 6C2. 
?2Ibid ., "b ermcn /XXVI" at ft. Pan 1's, I. hit runeay, 
162?, p:. 619. 
/ '  R? 
In  def ining the exigencies  cf  death,  he uses  the f igure cf  
a  jevel  case:  
Ac a  Cabinet  vhcce hey vere  lost ,  nurt  be brehen t in ,  
and tome in  pice er ,  be fere  the Jet :  ell  thr . t  var  la id  
up in  i t ,  can be taken out ;  sc  t l :y  bcey,  ( the Cabinet  
cf  thy sculs)  r iust  be slished end shivered by violent  
s icknesse,  before  that  eer ie  can gee cut .53* 
Here the connotat ions of  the  cabinet  (a  merely temper:  ry  
shel l )  vMch is  infer ior  to  the object  (precious and endur­
ing)  i t  contains  net  only gives  color ,  but  teachc:  the 
re la t ive values  placed upon,  body and soul  by Chris t ian 
doctr ine,  
Vihen ho niches to  shot . -  t l ia t  Gcd intends good tc  r .cn 
even vhen l ie  a l lovc pervers i ty  to  cone,  he says:  
God vinder  us  off  the fkein,  that  he nay vcnvc us:  up 
in to  the vhole  pcece,  and he cuts  us  out  of  the vholc  
peece inte  peeces ,  that  he my nchc us  up into a  vhcle  
garment.--' • 
In  a  prayer  b e  f  c  re  the nemo r ia l  s  cm on for  La G y  Da nvcrs ,  l ie  
e loquent ly  argues for  a  ccmitnent  to  Chris t iani ty  in  terns  
of  rent :  
l ie  Lncv,  0  herd,  that  cur  Dent ,  due to  thee,  i s  our  
Ccule:  and the day cf  OUT death« is  the d :  y ,  una cur  
Death-bed the niace.  vhere this  Dent is  to bee paid.  
And veo hncv toe, tout hoc that iiath pcld his if.1',f.  ̂
before ,  for  unjust  gains ,  or r iven a,nay h is  r tuuc wcxcro 
53ibid. ,  "fernon MI," January 2% 16P6/7, p.  <HC. 
^Ibid. .  " temcn XIII"  to  the King,  Apri l  DC, 1C?0,  
p ,  60D, 
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f A C t  — T 4 r  ® r u l c  .  .  .  h e  c o m e s  t o  t h a t  day 
tot lVfe iSffj 5  ®a6 t t» t n f i  E££ib-Ml, < lthcut~cny 
In these three crannies Donne has used one of his 
rhetorical tools to facilitate his work as a nrenchor: to 
teach and to exhort, or in the terns of this study: to 
define and to persuade. As the homely illustration of the 
jewel enclosed in a locked case defines the value of the 
soul, so the conceit cf tailoring is explicating the 
ultimate goodness and justice cf God's plans. Although the 
""winding," "weaving," and "cutting" rdglit seen at a glance 
a cruel process, the result justifies such sacrifice. This 
conceit Is nore argumentative than the preceding one, that 
is, instead of pointing out further likeness (frcn skein to 
material to pieces to whole garment), hero ho stays vith 
the Initial analogy that rent is the soul and the day of 
death and the deathbed the time and place of payment. This 
is argued b}r the dramatisation of the dilenra of those who 
for various reasons will not have their rent ready. Tho 
plea is dramatic rather than logical after the first appli­
cation cf the conceit. 
Summary 
Although the decision to go into the Church was one 
^?Ibid•, "frnyer before the Semen cf Ccmencraticn 
of Lady Danverr," 16S7, p. %1, 
C7 
he resisted fcr many years, vhen John Donne entered it he 
found w heme ana ample cutlet fcr his best, talent z. £ cne 
biographers have rue: tioneel Ms sincerity in finally enter­
ing crdors, but none have doubted his devotion once admitted 
or the excellence of his accomplishment. From the obscure, 
oiffure style thieh charsctcrized both secular vix" the fc\; 
sacred poems vritten about 161C, he entered a» nature period 
in vhich his abilities aril interests perfectly suited the 
requirements of his situation. 
In spite cf the radical change in his life resulting 
from the improvement cf financial circumstances and finding 
a profession vhore ho vas needed and could excel, there arc 
some vays in vhlch Donne's vriting style changed very little. 
The imagery he used fcr both poetic metaphor and sermon 
illustration vas almost entirely a repetition or a revcrhing 
of objects and ideas he had used in previous vriting. his 
favorite method of developing a point in a scrr.cn tar an 
instance sonetimes taken from the Bible or a Church father, 
but more often a general instance from everyday life cr 
areas from vhich he had previously bcrrcved, Three vcre 
alvnys brief and easily became metaphorical in character. 
The nest notable feature cf Dcnne*s nature stylo is 
Ms return to the free use of the meterhysical conceit. 
Outside the Dovcticnr., vhsre- he had let his mind ramble at 
68 
vill, fev conceits arc long, and the franevcrk conceits 
vhich had bee one so involved and labored in verbs or a fev 
years earlier disappeared altogether* The clever dialectic 
cf short conceits vas once ncre appropriate, and vith the..; 
his vriting sparkled and disputed once ncre. 
The preeccupaticn vith death vas nc longer an 
unreasoned phobia. lie used his fear dramatically in the 
analogies to give his audience pause. lie did not spare 
gruesome details any r.ere than he ever had, but they vere 
frequently balanced by hopeful pat cages about Ilcavcn. 
The most radical difference from, the poetry of the 
Kiddie Period is a return to the argumentative function of 
the conceit. Although the poetry embraced a sacred theme, 
the mood vas vitty, audacious, sometimes shocking. This 
style could not be carried into the pulpit, but there the 
basis is still argument. Ilovever, instead of being vitty, 
it is dramatic. The preacher, using the rhetoric of a 
debater, pleads vith his parishioners or vith God as he 
formerly had vith vomen and defines or persuades vith the 
invaluable aid of his unique literary device. 
CHAPTER IV 
FIRTIAHY 
r.ictaphysicol style cf John Donne is to c larce. 
ortent dependent on the use of the conceit. It served first 
an  efficient end necessary inctrunent tc express his 
mental pet-or end diversified interests. 
Learned Irrser'-
Donne drct; the inches for his conceits fron nany 
areas. Although ho is justly ferrous for the learned 
allusions borrowed fron ideas of the universe, religion, 
lav, mathematics, medicine, and the artcj it nust also be 
said that the number cf these is less than that of objects 
tahen frcr. daily life. Even acre crucial than the nunorical 
factor, hct.-cvcr, is that nany tines those objects arc used 
in «-• ncn-tecnnzcvl vsy. One vculc not have to have facility 
vita <- cc . i l  ass, for instance, tc uroers tand the analogous 
use he nahes of it .  The linos in vhich he refers tc the 
refining of the body by the prove in terns of the Chinese 
ncthccT of producing porcelain is fell: lore rather than 
accurate hncvledpe. 
There is, further, a T C -ctiticn cf inapery. A 
certain crcunt is tc bs eipec^ca, fci '  everyone reneats 
hinself • lie".'ovcr, Donnef s fendnesr fcr cIrc.les , mapc , end 
discoveries in fcr—eff lends , end. the number cf ideas each 
symbol can illuminate is. unusual. The favorite objects 
cenpa.red to death (sleep, bed, engraving, levers' p a r t in,r" s) 
and to the trappings cf death (grave, binding-sheet, last 
gasps, skeletal dust) used in comparison to rcne other 
object are unquestionably cvorvcrhed. Thus the effective­
ness of the imagery vhich supplies the substance for Donne's 
conceits is. only partially due to the exotic sources from 
vhich it is dravn and the extent cf its variation. 
Lcnrth and C or "o lenity 
Important as the naterial frcn vhich the conceits 
are fashioned nay be, a more crucial factor in their central 
place in Donne's vriting is the vay in vhich they are used. 
The principal "metaphysical" quality is the dissimilarity 
cf the object tc that vhich it is compared. Here Donne is 
masterful. It is no vender that readers fcr many years have 
ashed vho but Dcnne vculd have thought cf a good nan as a 
telescope? The unusual association of such c crimen objects 
as vrinhles and graves is the hallmark cf his style. 
Hot tc be overlooked, hovevcr, is tk.e vay a conceit 
is fitted into its setting, and. the rapidity vlth vhich one 
analogy gives vay to an entirely different ccnpariscn. It 
j 
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dees not bother Donne's sense of propriety to intcrvcave 
the analogy cf a chip in a stern and a beheaded nan into I 
'  a  fune ra l  clory vhich has a religious exercise a a its basic 
pattern. Neither deer he hesitate to leap froi: nusic tc a 
hiher's po.ch to medicine tc church belle. The gymnastics 
cf bulining a franevork conceit such as the dying breath 
compared to lovers • partincr and ti.cn vithin this frame tc 
include conceits embodying theories cf the operation cf j 
the planers, gclo smithing, and finally a pair cf compasses 
did net find hin hesitant. This intellectual effrontery ! 
sometimes only repolr, but r.crc often it enchants. Thus it  j ' !  
must be recognised that crucial factors in Denned style ' 
t  
are the speed, the complex texture, and the unusual circum­
stances in vhich he uses the conceits. i  
i 
Ch,-nae 
The range of imagery Donne utilizes and the dexterity 
i 
vith vhich lie uses the conceit have often been noted by 
students of his vriting, but its flexible function has been < • |  
*  
neglected. The changes in the char; cter cf the conceit, and j 
l  
J  
the consequences to the general style cf the poetry vhich i 
have been noted in this study arc therefore important* In 
the early poetry the conceits studied vere almost entirely 
used tc adduce prccf for the basic preposition of the pecn. 
Although the conclusion not infrequently ends in a paradox, , \ 
J i 
7-
this dialectic sleight-of-hand is the heystone cf Dcnne*r 
best style. It if found in the lusty leve songs and in. tlic 
Holy Sennets, However, this node dees net suit a humble 
compliment or a polite hint for aid, and thus Pcnr.e'e 
device is a hindrance In the poetry cf the hiddlc Period. 
The scarcity of conceits in these peers attests to his 
recognition of the prcbler.. 
In addition to the Inch cf c one cits in the peers cf 
this period, this study has- also pointed out that the 
associations of death have been found predominantly In the 
second tern of the analogy. Thus at the tine vlicn Donne vns 
groping for ansvers to the many problems that beset Mr. 
personally and philosophically, the conceit faithfully 
reflected his interest and concern. In tho early period 
he had taken the orthodox vievs on the problems cf life and 
death for granted, and in the last period he had the sane 
ansvers vhich new had the authority and conviction cf a 
sincere faith. 
Jarr,clerical Krture 
The nest valuable asset cf the conceit for Dcnnc var 
its paradoxical nature, A comparison cf tn.at vale.. is 
unlike to shew likeness uniquely suited his desire to 
express the contradictions of a passionate nature yoked 
vith an overpowering intellect,, a reckless Joy an living 
73 
coupled vith a fear of death, and an underline perception 
that all -cf life ir a process cf dying end fcr the Christian 
to die is to live. This opposition in his ovn nature t/as 
accurately rirrcred in the discordant elements of the 
analogy. 
Because John Dcnne had a brilliant r.ind end a fine 
education, he appreciated the intellectual breadth cf the 
metaphysical conceit. His desire to upset poetic conven­
tions and to be vitty led bin to explore its flexibility. 
Eut, above all, his need to persuade in poetry end to 
express his innate sense cf contradiction rede the meta­
physical conceit an indispensible aid in his vriting, 
blicc'or thou be'st that road*at this sullen vrit, 
bhicli just so nucli courts thee as thou dost it; 
Let ne arrest thy thoughts; vender vith :::e 
There's nothing simply good, nor ill alone; 
Of every quality comparison 
The only measure is, and judge, opinion.^-
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